
😈 Sexual personae; cultural trauma; 
designer ethics; non-thinking #13 
How do we respond to change? 

Hi, I’m Alex Staniforth; Artist, Coach, Trader. In these bi-monthly letters I’m 
exploring how our species makes meaning and takes action in the context of 
an ever evolving dynamic world. I write this as a place to share and collect 
thoughts as we explore these topics. I hope this blend of information serves 
to raise some interesting dialogues. 


We have a couple of events coming up in June: 

"  Free Online Meditation Circle on Monday/Wednesday/Friday/Sunday. You 
can see the timings here.


💻  If you haven’t yet visited our website, you can visit here.


A wider perspective  

🦈  “It is commonly thought that morality applies universally to all human 
beings as moral targets, and our general moral obligations to people will not, 
as a rule, be affected by their views. I propose and explore an alternative 
normative moral theory, ‘Designer Ethics’, according to which our views are 
pro tanto crucial determinants of how, morally, we ought to be treated. For 
example, since utilitarians are more sympathetic to the idea that human 
beings may be sacrificed for the greater good, perhaps it is sometimes 
permissible to give them ‘priority’ as potential victims. This idea has 
drawbacks but I claim that it has substantial advantages, that it has some 
affinities to more commonly accepted moral positions, and that it deserves a 
significant role in our ethical thinking”. Saul Smilansky on designer ethics. 


🏚  Cultural trauma occurs when members of a collective feel they have been 
subjected to a horrendous event that leaves indelible marks upon their group 
consciousness, marking their memories forever and changing their future 
identity in fundamental and irrevocable ways. In her article, Angela 
Onwuachi-Willig exposes the impacts and lessons on cultural trauma from 
the Emmett Till verdict in 1955. I’m reminded of Amin Maalouf’s work on 
identity as I read this - with a particular curiosity surrounding one’s response 
to trauma: aligning more tightly with a single identity when in fear. 


https://www.presentsense.co.uk/meditations
http://www.presentsense.co.uk
https://academic.oup.com/pq/article-abstract/doi/10.1093/pq/pqaa003/5782388
https://www.asanet.org/sites/default/files/attach/journals/dec17stfeature.pdf
https://www.facinghistory.org/holocaust-and-human-behavior/chapter-1/one-identity-multiple-belongings


🔥  The latest CO2 concentration (ppm) measurement (as of June 30th, 
2020): 415.47 ppm; June, 2019: 414.5 ppm, 25 years ago: 360 ppm.


Closer to home 

🎭  In her book, Sexual Personae, Paglia offers provocative views of 
literature, art history, psychology, and religion. She discusses sex and nature 
as brutal daemonic forces, and she criticises feminists for sentimentality or 
wishful thinking about the causes of rape, violence, and poor relations 
between the sexes. She stresses the biologic basis of sex differences and 
sees the mother as an overwhelming force who condemns men to lifelong 
sexual anxiety, from which they escape through rationalism and physical 
achievement. I’ve found the force of her expression a useful point of contact 
in our age of sometimes sterile over-censorship on social topics.


❇  What is a relationship with self? What do we mean when we begin a 
statement with “I think”? Do we know what we mean by “I” and “think”, as if 
one gives rise to the other? The nature of thought, while assumed an 
apparently crisp representation of reality, is better understood as the 
reflection of a mirror. Thought is a byproduct of relationship. We might refer 
to relationship as essence, or ‘reality’. To be in contact with essence, zen 
practice focuses on the being before thinking. If thinking is the reflection in 
the mirror, essence is the way that a mirror is always prior to what it shows 
even at the moment of showing it. We are always the context of whatever 
content arises. Being before thinking offers contact with subtleties - allowing 
a being deep insight into the present moment. There is immense peace and 
power found in contact with this place. Some practice.  


Notes on compassion 

)  We are evolutionarily primed to react more intensely to fear than joy. How 
this turns up in relation to our species capabilities for complex cognitive 
processing is a deviation to negative automatic thoughts (NATs). NATs begin 
when we sense something, construct a thought around that sense and then 
begin stress-testing that sense against worst-case scenarios. While these 
worst case scenarios may not sometimes seem like much, they arise out of 
our biological drive to live and so carry with them a lot of intensity. Zazen 
meditation is a useful way to detach from and observe one’s experience - 
which in turn allows for a more developmental relationship with self opposed 
to a continuing downward spiral of destructive, anxiety inducing thoughts. 


https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/
https://edisciplinas.usp.br/pluginfile.php/3711972/mod_resource/content/1/Sexual%20Personae
https://criticalthinkingacademy.net/index.php/blog/entry/ad-hominem
https://tricycle.org/magazine/think-not-thinking/
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=xuORctQL2kMC&pg=PA162&lpg=PA162&dq=react+to+fear+more+than+joy&source=bl&ots=A1RSAagqEm&sig=ACfU3U1qKrr6SfCOLvGqBGmwxtiCGlXmIQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwivkYzUm67qAhWUN8AKHQNRBocQ6AEwDXoECAkQAQ#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://tinybuddha.com/blog/10-ways-stop-overthinking-start-living/


Artistic expression 

That’s just my opinion - Asaf Hanuka (Jan 8th 2019)




Poetry Corner 

☁  Clouds by Rupert Brooke


Down the blue night the unending columns press

In noiseless tumult, break and wave and flow,

Now tread the far South, or lift rounds of snow

Up to the white moon's hidden loveliness.


Some pause in their grave wandering comradeless,

And turn with profound gesture vague and slow,

As who would pray good for the world, but know

Their benediction empty as they bless.


They say that the Dead die not, but remain

Near to the rich heirs of their grief and mirth.

I think they ride the calm mid-heaven, as these,

In wise majestic melancholy train,

And watch the moon, and the still-raging seas,

And men, coming and going on the earth.


Things & Stuff 

🌟  Thinking about not thinking


🎻  Rodrigo: Fantasía para un gentilhombre - III. Danza de las hachas


Invitation: Meditation is a useful practice that can bring you closer to greater 
connection and meaning in your everyday living. It helps you develop your 
ability to self-reflect, to not get tangled in NATs and to sharpen your mind. If 
you’d like to give meditation a go, I guide several sessions throughout the 
week ranging from 15mins to 1.5 hours. They’re run freely with an option to 
donate. No experience necessary - here’s a link. 


If you’ve found anything here stimulating and want to chat, then get in touch 
via my email: aostaniforth@gmail.com. 


Stay well, 


Alex

https://wwzc.org/dharma-text/thinking-about-not-thinking
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTDQ3N3M6Fc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.presentsense.co.uk/meditations
mailto:aostaniforth@gmail.com

